Q. What is my child getting into when getting into CST?
- In very simple words, basically CST is a research team that gives opportunity to students to work under
mentors on projects of their areas of interest
- Your child shall be getting everything an employer or an opportunity demands- jobs, research
publications, references, field internships, opportunities, intellectual property, higher education
opportunities and an identity on global platforms (CGRI bodies)

Q. What formal affiliations or certifications does CST have? What board will our students be qualifying
from if they do their schooling from CST?
-

-

Every school should be registered to the state board before registering to the central board. SSC
board(of Tamil Nadu) and TSSC(of Telangana) are our initial affiliations.
CST registers students predominantly with CBSE but we are open to register our students to other
boards as well
Like every other school, students of CST will appear in the formal examinations through other
government recognised affiliated schools. Every new and existential school that is not yet affiliated to
CBSE directly registers through other schools which have affiliations, that’s why students write exams in
external centres. CST is collaborated with international schools who would register our students on our
behalf.
Affiliations to CST will be received after 1st or 2nd Academic year.

Q. What are some of CST’s previous works?
CST is all about its scientists who were in diverse fields from medicine to aerospace research and everyone
was responsible for project handling and research and development in their respective areas of expertise.
Some of the works of our mentors can be googled about, namely projects of Ant Studios, works of Dr. Subroto
Mandal, SSERD, MSSRF, etc. Our founder(Mr. Ravi Tej.A) has his own established works in the field of
nanotechnology, pharmacology, drug discovery.

Q. How will CST help them in their future pursuits?
CST builds their entire resumes plus provides them with both higher education/job opportunities and careers. It
also provides entrepreneurial and leadership opportunities as they work on their projects.

Q. What is the rough fee sum and installments of deposition for an academic year?
●
●

●
●

The rough fee sum is 4 lakhs per annum. The current fee structures are mentioned in the personal offer
letters sent out to all the selected candidates.
MS Swaminathan Scholarships (for faculty of science students) and Sir Thota Tharani Scholarship (for
faculty of arts students) will be given to a number of deserving candidates which could go towards their
tuition fees.
The fees can be paid in three installments (for school students; 12th & below) and two installments (for
the academy students, Bachelors to Post Doc).
First installment shall be paid before admission.

Q. Where will the students stay and who will stay there with them? Are they safe from the pandemic
there?
Students shall stay within the base of CST in Chennai which is a gated community where high profile
Government representatives and heads of the state reside. It is very safe as this is a highly secured and
contained zone which is only accessible to ambassadors, and no external people are allowed in the locality.
Some of our fellow researchers shall also be living there who are in charge of research projects and teaching.
Like Ms Sirisha, Mr. & Mrs. Somesh and some more.

Q. How is CST operating/will operate during the lockdown?
Everything CST requires is equipped within the base itself- and all the on-field work shall be happening within
the base. And any off-site work shall be happening after the lock down is uplifted and when things are safe.

Q. With CST creating the ideal education system, how are we to believe that CST will deliver all that it
promises?
All the mentors and the projects are already established and are up and running. CST researchers shall be
working on the R&D that is already happening to come up with innovations to enhance the performance of the
existing works.
The activities of CST are not starting from these students. Instead the CST researchers are joining something
that is already happening to learn the work through experience.
The best and the deserving candidates shall be getting a place at CST to access their career path in CST until
they become consummate professionals.

